
Cooper’s Christmas stoCking      
kt stash soCiety Bonus projeCt

featuring Kansas Winter
By Kansas Troubles Quilters 
       ktss - disC #3



CUTTING     
BlaCk  stocking back - (1R) stocking template 
  stocking front - (1) 5" x 14 ½"
               (1) 3" x 18 ½"
               (1) 4 ½" sq.
              stripes - (1) 4 ½" x 14 ½"
               (1) 1 ½" x 14 ½"
      flying geese - (14) 2 ½" sq.
           binding - (1) 2 ½" x  WOF strip
   loop - (1) 2" x 7"

tan  checkerboard - (1) 1 ¼" x 22"
      flying geee - (1) 2 ½" x 4 ½"
            stripes - (1) 1 ½" x 14 ½"
        
red #1     flying geese - (1) 2 ½" x 4 ½"
              checkerboard - (1) 1 ¼" x 22"
    
red #2      flying geese - (1) 2 ½" x 4 ½"
              stripes - (1) 1 ½" x 14 ½" 

green #1            cuff - (2) 4 ½" x 10 ½"
  flying geese - (2) 2 ½" x 4 ½"
          stripes - (1) 2 ½" x 14 ½" 

green #2 lining - (1+1R) stocking template

gold  flying geese - (2) 2 ½" x 4 ½"
          stripes - (1) 2 ½" x 14 ½"
              
      
   

supplies       
BlaCk print   background of front, back of stocking    ¾ yd.  
tan     checkerboard border, flying geese, stripes   6" x 22"
red #1    checkerboard border, flying geese    6" x 22"
Red #2    flying geese, stripe      3" x 22"
green #1   flying geese, stripes, cuff     fat ¼
green #2   lining        ¾ yd.
gold    flying geese, stripes      6" x 22"
Cotton thread   piecing & quilting - black

Cooper’s stoCking
14" x 25" lined stoCking

pieCed & quilted By lois spreCker

What little kid wouldn’t love a super-sized stocking to hold all the goodies Santa 
will bring?  Embroider a name on the cuff or tie a personalized tag on the loop for 
easy identification.



top of stoCking
Part 1



stoCking - heel
Part 3
align slashed lines with Part 2
align dotted lines with Part 4 -Toe



stoCking - toe
Part 4
align dotted lines with Part 3 - Heel
align slashed lines with Part 2



stoCking top
Part 2
align dashed lines with Part 1
align slashed lines with Part 3



ASSEMBLY
flying geese - Piece (7) flying geese using assorted red, green, tan & gold 2 ½" x 4 ½" rectangles and black 2 ½" 
squares.  Mark a chalk line diagonally on each black square.  Lay a black square on one end of the each rectangle 
right sides together and matching corners as shown.  Stitch on drawn line; trim triangles to ¼" seam allowance.  
Press black triangle toward corner.  Repeat for opposite end of rectangles.  Make a total of (7) assorted flying geese.  
Sew blocks together in a vertical row; press.  Add the black 4 ½" sq. to the bottom of the flying geese strip; press 
toward black.   Sew the 5" x 14 ½" black strip on the left side of the flying geese section, even at the top and the 3" x 
18 ½" strip on the right side; press toward black.  

Stitch green Cuff to top of checkerboard border; press toward cuff.  
Center and sew checkerboard border/cuff to top of flying geese section; 
press toward flying geese.  

strips - Sew the red, green, black, tan & gold strips together in any order desired; press.  Add to lower left side of 
flying geese section at a 45° angle, as shown on previous page (about ½" away from edge of bottom flying geese).   
Press toward stripes.  

quilting - Lay stocking template on pieced stocking front; trim.  Layer stocking front with batting; pin.  Machine 
quilt-in-the-ditch around flying geese, stripes and on each side of checkerboard trim; quilt diagonally thru red 
checkerboard squares; stitch straight lines about 1 ½" apart  in cuff using checkerboard squares as a guide (every 
other one).  Trim batting.

putting it all together -   Sew quilted stocking front and black stocking back, right sides together using a ¼" 
seam allowance.  Clip curves and turn right side out.  Sew green stocking lining with right sides together using a ½" 
seam allowance; clip curves.  Slip green lining into stocking with wrong sides together.  Check that top openings are 
the same width; adjust seams in lining, if needed.  Stitch 2 ½" black binding around top of stocking, starting and 
stopping at top center back.  Make a loop for hanging by pressing ½" on each side of 2" x 7" strip toward the center; 
fold in half and stitch close to folded edges with black cotton thread.  Position loop on inside of binding at back of 
stocking; pin in place.  Catch and secure loop as you whipstitch the binding on the top of the stocking.  

CheCkerBoard Border - Sew the red and tan 1 ¼" strips 
together in pairs; press toward red.  Crosscut into 1 ¼" 
units.  Sew (14) units together in a row to make checker-
board border; press.



     kansas trouBles quilters
103 N. Nelson, PO Box 278        Bennington, Kansas 67422
785-488-2120              ktquilts.com    ktquilts@twinvalley.net


